
he city of Albacete, unlike its native human population, is rather
young; a growing city, full of life, despite its old and deeply

rooted appearance. One thing is appearances, that is, loyalty to cultural
principles, and another their longevity.

Modern historians agree that current day Albacete’s flourishing as a
city happened thanks to a word slip by Queen Isabel II, who, during a
speech, referred to the town as a city. The town hall took her word for
it, naming it thus a city by Royal Decree the 26th of November 1862.
Of course, the city was ready long before —with its houses, its men and
women, and its cereal and saffron fields. And, prior to all that, its
plains— that is what the Arab name Al Basit refers to and means.

Tangible evidence of the Arab foundation of the city, aside from its
name, which appears in some parchments, and a couple of coins of
Muslim mintage, are actually few and rare. The Arab imprint, however, is
written everywhere. It is not perceivable upon first sight, but it is
permanent, found deep in its roots, under the rocks, amidst Christian
blood, in the knife handles, in the leaves, the fruits, in the cries and
rituals.

One only has to look actively, over there, in that garden; those apricot
trees there in the festival grounds; the marketplace, or over there, that
arrogant and passionate man’s hand; the sharp blade of he who whets
knives; at the feet of the steps and drum beats that reenact God’s Son’s
Calvary, each spring —you can hear the Berbers trembling.

Its Iberian, Roman, and Visigoth inheritance is quite abundant; the
traveler will find it in the museums and archaeological sites any direction
he or she runs into. The Muslim substrate is much more scarce, however.
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Albacete:

Knives and flare

Amidst the stream
The knives of Albacete,

Gorgeous and of contrary blood,
Glisten like fish.

T
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The expulsion of the Moors from Granada at first, and from Spain later
on, must have taken place around here, evident in this lack of proof.
Albacete, already quite Christian and definitely Spanish (we are referring
to a city of no more than 8,000 souls), ‘welcomed’ a large quantity of
those deported Moors from Granada’s Kingdom. It must be noted: these
were the most intensely Islamic believers. Work as integration, then, was
quite conscious on behalf of the town hall authority as well as everyday,
among the general population. Albacete is a small town, as we have said, a
predominantly agricultural center, with a local subsistence agriculture,
made up of poor people, day laborers mainly, who lived quite meagerly in
the wintertime.

Throughout all the main four neighborhoods (San Francisco, the most
commercial one, San José with the highest number of censed artisans, San
Agustín, and San Juan), the Moors spend their days doing by means of
“tragin”, or “regateo” (barganing) the following variety of jobs: milling,
iron works, prostitution, agriculture, commerce, sale by credit, and even
working in the town hall “for the walls built to close off the city on
account of the plague.”

Such was Albacete, a city of La Mancha, until the mass deportation,
planned by Philip II, executed with energetic crudeness by his successors,
at the beginning of the 17th century ended in 120,000 Moors scattered
throughout Spain in prisons or in ships headed towards France or
Morocco. Of course, prior to the deportation, their goods and properties
were confiscated along with children (about 3,000 of which were obliged
to remain with Christian families) and some “thousand very old men and
women, who wanted to die in their healthy faith”, a residue of that last
forceful exodus.

Original

‘Infidel’ Evidence

et Albacete probably lived moments of splendor, thanks to the
market of Los Llanos, already a reality at the end of the Muslim

rule. In the immediate years following the conquest, along with the new
push forward favored by the Catholic Kings, the unexpected events that
led Albacete, slowly and stumbling, to the city it is today began later.

It was when Castile was no longer the center of the world and the
essence of audacity—in Philip III’s Spain, Castile went against itself,
“suspicious, sordid, sour,” as Ortega y Gasset described it in his
Invertebrate Spain—and that “No longer tries to improve life in the other
regions; jealous of herself, she abandons them to themselves, and she
begins to lose touch and not know what’s happening within them.”

The September Feria (Fair, festival), embryo of the city, will not be
born till 1710, when Philip V, to reward the city for its help during the
victorious battle of Almansa, granted it the privilege of celebrating a free
fair and cattle market for four days.

The water at this point is still undrinkable, for it has to be channeled
from Los Ojos de San Jorge to quench the cattle and the herders’ thirst.
Mostly cattle, cereal, legumes, and trinkets are sold there. Channel
construction works began early but not swift. After 1793, when a deposit
and a big walling are built, nothing new is produced until half a century
later, when, having calmed a tiff with the Crown, it finally allows
extracting waters from the aforementioned source Los Ojos de San Jorge.
The construction works are finished in 1864.

Y

The necessary infrastructures for demographic development and
economic and commercial progress, along with its privileged position as a
crossway, give Albacete all the basics for becoming province capital. But in
1785, when Fernando VII reestablished the Floridablanca division, the
capital city became Chinchilla. This city’s lands were certainly healthiest,
such as Cabeza de Partido, with its historical lineage, which Albacete was
lacking, was the Seat of the Provincial Regiment. In its favor, Albacete
could only count on its convenient position as a crossway between the
roads to Valencia and Cartagena, as well as its thriving cutlery industry.

‘Roman’ scales, some compasses, knives, and above all, daggers and
scissors, are exported all over Spain by the mid 18th century. Hard
daggers had sharp points to ensure a good cut. And all sorts of knives,
based on their function—for the dining table, for hiking in the mountains,
for the kitchen. Scissors as well, with no incriminating blood on them,
came in all sizes and shapes for different uses—sowing scissors, for
shearing, for the tailor’s shop, for the dressing table, for manicures, special
ones to put out candles, and, of course, the widely demanded desk scissors,
of which Albacete became the national provider for about 80% of the total
ones produced in the country. Works of art, for crude or refined use,
reflected the filigree quality of Spain, bourgeois and excessive, in contrast
and coexistence with another more basic society —mortified, angry, and
starving. Like Goya’s Spain— an illustrated face with a monkey’s body.

Finally, Albacete became a capital thanks to the territorial division
made by Javier Burgos, who starting in 1833, imposed the separation of
the Kingdom of Murcia into two provinces, Murcia and Albacete. Villages
begin to acquire their own town halls; from that moment onwards, some of
them even gain their own courts. The city of Albacete takes on the profile
of a capital that today makes it proud.
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Flat Capital

Of La Mancha

t less than four kilometers from the city, this Parador is an oasis
on these dry plains. La Mancha flows lazily below this modern
building’s porches, slow-paced and welcoming, built following

the canons of popular architecture. This country house, with intimate
living rooms and fireplaces, also offers its clients shady gardens and a
swimming pool.

From hill to hill skips the red partridge, which many a time Benjamín
Palencia painted on the plains. In the background, the city. Let us take in
its view. Let us begin with its cathedral, right in the center, well
signposted. To say that it is outstanding is not being fair enough.

Unlike other Spanish cities, the cathedral of San Juan Bautista
(Saint John the Baptist) of Albacete does not boast a tall bell tower,
nor other towers hosting storks’ nests. It does not stand out.  Its low
height makes it architecturally atypical. Clean cut and forceful. It flaunts
an inappropriate rationalism for its time and a swift and frank air about
it, making it one of the best eclectic buildings of its kind. Nothing of its
exterior image suggests that it may have been originally built in mudéjar
style. The building’s project, was conceived and planned by Pedro de
Monte and undertaken in 1515. Along with the Almudena of Madrid, it is
one of the only cathedrals finished in the 20th century.

Inside, the visitor’s attention is immediately drawn by the supporting
pillars, the four most vigorous looking columns, in Ionian style, and
created by Renaissance artist Jerónimo Quijano. Some of its lateral
chapels are worthy of special notice—the city’s patron lives there. She is
the Virgin of the Plains (Virgen de los Llanos), who gives the
name to the square as well. Let us admire the Renaissance paintings over
the altar and the custodian’s area before leaving the temple.

We are in the right place to sharpen our knife and cutlery culture—
there is a museum for it right here, in that building with wide balconies,
with the yellow railing, and its capricious neo-Gothic ornamentation.
Right in front of the museum, the local people call the building the
House of the Orchard Keeper, because it was a man by the same last
name who built it in 1912. It has a Permanent Exhibition Room, a
Projection Room, an exhibit of the latest cutlery products, a temporary
Exhibition Room, and a cafeteria. The work being done here is intense

and ambitious. In the few years it has been open, the rooms of this
building have hosted collections from all over Europe and America,
spreading—by means of the knife—history, culture, civilization, commerce,
customs, the Pampa, the fields of Castile, and battle fields as well. The
traveler will leave the place immensely enriched, with a newfound
respect—ethnographic and scientific—for knives.

There are different routes around the area to be taken. We suggest
continuing towards the Plaza del Altozano, spacious and with gardens,
quite crowded in the warm early morning or exhausted sun moments.
There is a museum in the most distinguished building of the square. Brick
stone, cushion-like finishing, stone balustrades on the top of the clock
tower, all undoubtedly sturdy.  It cannot be missed. Actually, it was once
the seat of the town hall, while now it is a temporary exhibits show room
now. Not to be confused with the Albacete Museum, where we should
head to as soon as possible, for it houses immense treasures inside.

On the way there, we may stop by the Círculo de Comercio. In fact,
along the Paseo de la Libertad avenue, which goes from here to the
RENFE train station, we may find one of the few relics of the neo-Baroque
tendency of the 1920’s and 1930’s: don José Dalmau’s House, by Julio
Carrilero, the same designer and author of the very noble Banco Español
de Crédito building. The late commercial boom of the city, and its
thoughtless demolition, favored by economical interests, explains the
architectural starkness along the Paseo, visible to any outsider.

Walking parallel away from the center towards the Calle Nueva, a
rather commercial street, we will run into the city’s largest park, which
shelters the Museum of Albacete. The walkway is lined with elm trees,
acacias, buckeyes, sophora trees, catalpas, and cherry trees. The museum
lies next to a pond, alongside the bust of Azorín. From his prose we get
these famous lines:

“…No puede ver el mar la vieja Castilla” or “...Old Castile cannot see
the sea”.

“Iberian Archaeology”

Let’s go in. This museum’s archaeological importance is crucial,
especially its Iberian archaeology collection. The objects are mostly
original pieces, and come from sites across the province. From the Bronze
age until the Romanization period, i.e. for about nine centuries before our
era, the indigenous peoples, in contact with the fertile civilizations of the
Mediterranean—mainly the Phoenicians and the Greeks, give way to the
Iberian culture.

The Horsemen and the Doe of Caudet, lying on her front legs and
the Effigy of Bogarra, are without a doubt, the first two sights that
capture the visitor. These are worn down figures, with a lush and moving
strong presence. The Bicha de Balazote, a fantastical beast and
guardian of God-knows-which other worlds, is blood freezing. It might
possibly represent the very origin of life on our planet, or as our theories
suggest, it might be the creature born of the intercourse between Tetis, the
Earth, and the Ocean. The name of this androcephalous bull is Aquelaus,
and its true being, the river from which all currents are born, and which
flows out into the Ionian Sea from Ithaca.

A
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rom the province’s center—where you are located now—the
traveler may chose any direction to venture off into, and surely

he or she will enjoy a unique excursion: South-Eastward, the mountain
range of Alcaraz, where rugs, highly demanded by antique collectors, are
produced. On the way there, we run into Balazote, whose Iberian beast
we admired in the museum earlier, from which we may set off on one of
the Quixote historical routes. Between Ciudad Real and Albacete, lie the
renowned Ruidera Lagoons, with its water jets, its caves and its castle,
in a lush green riverside landscape. We suggest going all the way down to
Hellín. The traveler may follow us towards the Betic lands, coming back
though Almansa (longer) or directly through Chinchilla, turning at the
Fuente-Alamo detour.

All around, about 70 kilometers of countryside and fields. The mesa’s
landscape dots its plains here and there decorating it with a few
shadows, allowing them to rise from the fields’ furrows. No rivers or
forests here; but wells are numerous. The Pozo-Cañada is a fine
example of this (pozo is well in Spanish). It was a part of the Marquis of
Villena’s lands, just like all the other towns in the area were. It took a
long time to separate itself form Albacete. This town is diminished for
being in the transition lands before Hellín, in the Cerro del Molino, that
great flour-producing engineering wonder, the first of La Mancha,
approachable coming in from the South.

Going Southward, lies Tobarra, along the borders of the Murcia
Region. The great thing about crossing through Castile towards the old
Andalusian territories, are the numerous landmarks and testimonies—
from the Moorish neighborhoods to Rome, Iberia, even the Stone Age. We
are in a transitional land, the driest of La Mancha, but with subterranean
waters and even lagoons. Thickets of black espino thorn bushes, coscoja
trees (similar to holm oaks), and gardens and orchards, featuring apricots
bring this flat landscape to life.

Tobarra’s sound is something worthy of being venerated. Its drums
spell it out, the voices of its people turn it into verse, bells and birds atone
for it and chirp it, while they all warm up the silent air, made legendary
by history. Along with her neighbor, Hellín, this is one of the most ancient
cities, packed with antique ruins. We are coming to it. Over there, a
farmer thins out the overgrown grape leaves and the low vine shoots. Its
robust red wines—you will have a chance to try them—precede the town’s
figurative title of “Señorío” (Lordship).

This is Tobarra, a deeply rooted Christian city, a folksy pilgrim
Christianity, rural and passionate. The religious imagery overflows from
the altars, altarpieces, little niches, urns, chapels, hermitages, sanctuaries,
and even museum rooms. Modern times, aware of the tourist value of
these pure traditions, have uplifted religious fraternities, images, the
processions, banners, decorations, and the all the accessories that make
up the Holy Week. Out of all these religious artworks, frankly outstanding
is the “Dolorosa” Virgin of Murcian sculptor Francisco Salzillo, colossally
known from his juvenile pieces, and one of the greatest sculptors of the
18th century —author of various Virgins, Christs, and Saints, scattered
mainly throughout his native region. Also, worthy of a visit is the
Santuario del Cristo de la Antigua and the Virgen de la
Encarnación (the Virgin of the Incarnation).

Next to this little temple, appropriately located on the opposite side, the
Arab ruins of the castle known as “Ojos del Diablo” or “Eyes of the
Devil.” One may easily perceive the lowlands, the irrigation lowlands of
Murcia.

There is a lot more around here that speaks out to us if we remain silent
and listen. From handles, seeds, brooches, needles, combs, our prehistory
calls out to us. This is a physical sort of language, which is like a denial of
finitude, like a clamorous echo, resisting time. These pieces come mainly
from votive offerings, unique spaces, ovens, terraces, burial grounds, and,
in general, the excavation sites of El Amarejo, Hellín, Hoya de Gonzalo,
and Montealegre del Castillo.

They encompass everything from the ceramic crockery—a rich variety
of urns, burners, plates, vessels, little boats, bowls, containers—to funerary
objects, such as needles, pointers, gold and ivory pieces, fíbulas, rings,
bracelets, and, of course, ascoi, or decorated ceramic figures. Some of
those pieces stands out on account of its sober primitive haughtiness.

Of course, the museum also has a large collection of Roman pieces. The
visitor will know how to enjoy it, but please keep in mind that among its
exhibits, the museum also has the formidable artwork of painter
Benjamín Palencia. Along with other paintings of other fellow
countrymen from Albacete, the fine arts room houses the best collection of
paintings by this artist from Barrax a traveler might ever see. Benjamín
Palencia’s La Castilla was created based on his poetic euphoria, noticeable
on his first canvases, where sadness finally sprouts into a sort of musicality
starting in 1929. Apples made of sand are born, and the plains begins to
fill up with childlike partridges. Along with Miró in his early period, there

may well be no greater landscape painter in 20th
century Spain than Benjamín Palencia.

As the day begins to subside, the street lamps light up; this is worth a
stroll through the city’s tailor streets, early on the transit ways of the city.
The Lodares Passage is a sort of urban compensation. We can take this
route staring from the Calle Mayor. Modernism seems to burst along this
brief strip —a sort of Eden amidst all this dryness. Along this street,
balconies sway like waves, with their calm Mediterranean metal work.
This type of avenue, very trendy at the end of the 19th century in the rest
of Europe, began to catch on in Spain in the 1920’s.

The one in Albacete was created in 1926 by Fernando Castells, a
modernist who spread Valencian architectural influence all the way to this
city of La Mancha. His touch may be seen on other buildings, such as
today’s Serrería de Luis de Hoyo, and on the house on Calle San
Julián. Gabriel Lodares, a most eminent citizen of Albacete, is rendered
homage in the plaza bearing his name, decorated with handsome lamps,
festooned with pearl like lights. On Calle Ancha, there are two other
gorgeous buildings, the Fontecha chalet and the Verona building.

Iberia To The Bone

F
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On the way to the Drum (Tambor) and Holy Week—Semana Santa–
Museum, really worth a visit, we recall that Tobarra was once the seat
and fortress of leader Yagub Ibn Jalid Al Tubarri, who imposed his rule
over the whole area between Albacete and Hellín in the third decade of the
10th century. The reconquista, in the time of Fernando III, it became part
of the lordship of Villena, and then, in 1476, it directly dependent from
the Crown of Castile.

The museum we are now visiting collects bombos, bongo drums, congas,
and drum crates from all over the world. This town has always exalted
this instrument—one of the oldest in the world—from ancient times, just
like the other towns of the tradition of Spanish Southeast, including
Hellín, Agramón, Mula, and Moratalla.

Of the various uses the drum has served throughout the ages
(ceremonial, ritual, processional, and as a communication means across
large distances), in Tobarra the processional use is the main tradition. In
its cathartic feasts, there is a clear pagan echo, a reminder of the Berber
T´bàl.

Brilla su caja sonora
Con nueve bordones finos,
Semana santa pregona
En los blancos pergaminos.

It sonorous crate shines
With nine fine embroideries,
Announcing the Holy Week
On white parchments.

(Song of a local poet to his beloved drum)
Let us go out into the street. The drum practice session reach our

ears. We can count them by the tens. Here drumming is a school.
Whoever does not know the different rhythms —“El Alto y el Bajo” (the
High and the Low), the “Banco Central-Saca Tacón” (the Central Bank-
Heel Step), the “Hombro con Hombro” (Shoulder to Shoulder) or “El
tren”(the Train)— is but an amateur. How can one not be moved by the
drummer, who, upon leaving his house drumming a “Pili Qui Ti Pli”
rhythm by himself, goes around recruiting his companions, giving the
whole performance a complex dynamic of crescendos and pianissimos.

Or the masterly “Lauria” rhythm, invented by neighbor Laureano
Cano, a formula laden with antiquity and sudden genius, whereby the

uniform double beat is struck with powerful sticks.

Of course, the drum is as much music as it is craftsmanship—even the
drumstick here has a long line of master carpenters. The oldest living
artisan has seen the whole technological evolution of drum making: from
manual smoothening with a planer to the electric drill. They changed form
oak to beech wood, and to apricot tree wood for a while as well. The
outsider has a whole selection to chose from should he or she wish to buy
a couple. There are painted ones and plain ones, in oak wood or
mahogany; should the traveler wish so, there are veined ones, smoothened
ones, with metacrylated handles, checkered ones, or water cooled one —all
in normal, cadet, or children’s sizes.

The drumbeats are far away now. We are on the road towards Hellín.
There is a lot to see in this area. The traveler is still in time to go to the
Eremitorio Rupestre Hispanovisigodo de Alborajico (the Hispano-
Visigoth Cave Hermitage of Alborajico), a citadel built between mountain
crags, leeward from La Muela, taking advantage of the natural high little
caves, inhabited by mystics between the 4th and 9th centuries. Or the
Hispano-Muslim archaeological site, one of the few fully intact ones of the
province, located on the mountain top by the same name, at 714 meters of
altitude, next to Sierra.

In Hellín there is a handful of interesting things from these lands’
ancestors. In 1914, Juan Jiménez Llamos informs scholar Henri Breuil, the
most important expert of cave paintings of the 20th century that he has
just found a “painted cave where there are more than three hundred
drawings...deer, horses, goats, and human figures with arrows, feathers,
spears...women.”

The Paleolithic is at your fingertips in Minateda. Nearby, on National
highway 301, arriving to the crossway between Minateda and La Horca,
legendary Ilunum, along the Roman road vía Complutum, which blends
Iberian walls and tombs, cave houses, silos, and Roman and Visigoth water
cisterns. This is a whole area the government is slowly turning into an
Archaeological Park in its own right and with its own research center.
Moreover, the astonishing cave hermitage, where human activity dates
back to the first century of our era, lies in the monumental rocky slope
known as El Tesorito. This is one of the most important sites of the
Peninsula, with Visigoth and Hispano-Muslim inscriptions, declared a
Cultural Interest Heritage Site.

Or what about the old yet sturdy Isso Bridge, on the road from Hellín
to Elche, above the Mundo River, (in reality, two bridges, a Roman one
and another one from the 18th century) built with rocks and stones from
the very river in a spot where nature has concentrated all her life-force
with elm trees and riverside flora, crisscrossed by various green paths and
walkways.

Let the traveler catch his or her breath back in the city, ready to plan
new excursions and find out more about routes and hikes. Meanwhile, the
traveler can think about the next destination as he or she strolls calmly
down the city’s streets. Here we’ve got the Renaissance, the Baroque, noble
lordly houses, convents, and 19th century remodeling.

The local museum, recently inaugurated, highlights the effort and
push forward made by this city. It is a three-storey building, and walking
though it will teach you of its history as well—from the Neolithic to this
day, illustrated with objects from the liveliest sites. There is also an
ethnological section where the simple women and men’s craftsmanship is
grand and silently epic: wheel spokes, baskets, little jewelry boxes, ceramic
and glass objects, china, and tiles. A real feast.
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ne of the fortes of Albacete is its game meat. There are different
hunting methods used, which aside from tourist promotion,

really give its cuisine authenticity and scrumptiousness. In these lands, it
is common to hunt Boars by the montería method; Hares are hunted
with greyhounds; Partridges with a male call method. Falconry is also
practiced, along with bow and arrow hunting as well. Among the prey
that will end up in the pot, we must also add the Torquaz Dove,
Rabbit, Mountain Goat, and Deer.

To summarize quickly all the cooking methods whereby these creatures
are turned into delicious dishes, from scratch, is an unforgettable
injustice. Only the different Partridge recipes can be summarized here:
Hunter’s Style, Colirón Style, with Cabbage, Ducal Style, in
Escabeche (sort of sweet and sour), with Raisins, Stewed, or as a
Salad. Now the people of all over Spain can finally savor these first class
game meat delicacies, found on all supermarket shelves thanks to the high
quality canning industry.

But we are in the city, so let’s sit down at the table and eat. We should
not leave unless we have first filled our stomachs with rib-sticking
Migas, or fried breadcrumbs. Or even better would be a Gazpacho—
no possible comparison to the Andalusian version, which is altogether
another matter. Manchego Gazpacho consists of the following: some
partridge meat, wild, rabbit, hare, ham, mushrooms, laurel, and thyme.
After this, we need a typical second dish, such as Roast Lamb or Goat
Kid, Manchego Style. If your stomach is not in the mood for heavy
food, the leek pastry is perfect. If the diner wishes to eat a full meal in
one dish, then he or she should attack the Shepherd’s Pot, or Olla de
Pastor.

Let’s go to the desserts: Miguelitos, Suspiros, Fried Milk,
Custard with Almonds or Honey Atop Manchego Puff Pastry. The
final touch of the feast, “Cuerva” —a typical drink made with lemon,
wine, sugar, and water, all mixed in a clay container.

THE SECRET RECIPE

“PRINGUE MATAERO”

Ingredients: a big loaf of country bread, 1⁄4 kilo of pork liver, a whole
head of garlic, a pinch of black pepper and some cloves, 1⁄4 kilo white
lard; oil and salt to taste, and 200 grams of pine nuts.

This recipe is for four people with spacious stomachs. Firstly, in a clay
pot, place the bread, coarsely broken into crumbs. On the side, we will cut
the lard and the liver into big chunks. Peel the garlic cloves and fry them
along with the liver. In the fat released during the cooking, we will fry the
lard as well.

It’s the traveler’s duty to end his excursion following the prehistoric
routes or returning to Albacete, passing through the old capital of the
province—a rival for many years—Chinchilla. The day is never enough;
La Mancha seems never ending.

Hunting And Cooking

O

When it is all lightly browned, remove from the stove, mash everything,
and put aside. Fry the coarse breadcrumbs in that flavorful fat leftover in
the pan, slowly adding some water and moving it around till it is all
mashed up.  We will now fry the mashed and fried breadcrumbs along
with the liver and lard we set aside earlier, along with the pine nuts. There
is nothing better, especially when starving, the weather is cold outside, and
using the bread crusts as our silverware.
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